Computation of the layer thicknesses and fields in the poling region in FeFET devices.
A cross-section of a FeFET device is shown in Figure S1 . Figure S1 . Schematic drawing of the cross-section of a FeFET device. The AC line indicates the boundary of the region beyond which the electric field during poling is below the coercive field.
Previous AFM experiments performed for thin PTAA layers (up to 45 nm thick) spin-coated over protruding gold electrodes showed that the PTAA layer conformally covers the electrodes; 1 what is not known, however, is the exact profile of the PTAA layer at the edge of the electrodes. As for the P(VDF-TrFE) layer, it is thick enough to planarize the structure. Points A and B in Figure S1 are the positions where the PFM contrast starts to appear, i.e., at which the coercive field is reached when a poling voltage of 40 V is applied (Figure 3 (c) of the article). Stated otherwise, the electric field in P(VDF-TrFE) is equal to the coercive field along the line AC of Figure S1 . Based on the geometry of the cross-section, on the ferroelectric and semiconducting layer thicknesses (t F =340 nm and t S = 0 to 35 nm, respectively), and on the measured value of broadening of the poled region (w , Table S1 ), it is possible to compute the voltage drop in the ferroelectric layer along the AC line, V AD = t F ' E c , where E c is the coercive field and t F ' is the thickness of the ferroelectric layer along the AC line ( Figure S1 ).
In the absence of a PTAA layer (Figure 3 In the presence of a PTAA layer thin enough not to fully screen the compensating charges from the electrodes, the following two equations may be solved to obtain t F ' and t S ', which are the thicknesses of the ferroelectric and semiconducting layers along the AC line ( Figure S1 ):
, where V is the applied poling voltage (40 V), and  S = 3 (resp.  F = 10) is the relative permittivity of the semiconducting (resp. ferroelectric) layer. The first equation is purely geometrical, whereas the second expresses that the applied poling voltage is shared between two series capacitors and that the electric field on the ferroelectric layer at the limit of the polarization zone is equal to the coercive field.
The resulting thickness values are collected in Table S1 , A comparison between the measured and computed values of w is given in Table   S1 and Figure 4 of the companion article. The measured and computed values agree very well, within better than 20 nm, confirming the predictive ability of equation S1
when using E c =61.5 MV/m,  S = 3 and  F = 10. 
(nm)
w calc Computed distance DA in Figure S1 ; (4) Computed distance CD in Figure S1 ; (5) Computed voltage drop over the ferroelectric layer, along the line AC of Figure S1 ; (6) Computed voltage drop over the semiconductor layer, among the line AC of Figure S1 ; 
PFM characterization of pristine P(VDF-TrFE)
Figure S5: PFM phase and amplitude as a function of the applied bias on a 200 nm-thick P(VDF-TrFE) film using Au as bottom electrode and the PFM tip as top electrode. A square PFM phase hysteresis loop and butterfly-shaped amplitude curve are obtained.
